IN YOUR EYES
Pray... cause she´s totally down on her knees
She´s been crying the days and whole nights
Her heart has been torn apart, has been trailed on the streets,
has been shown to the view
and she died as her soul´s burst
Rise your corpse, your brain! No more the lies!
I´ll try to bear you out!
Rise up to a new life and you´ll see
how painless the world can be
rise up to a new life and I´ll see
the light in your eyes!
Stay... cause I can see the hole which is in your veins
And the suffering´s real
It´s tough like a steel.
Well, I can see the foam around you which is rising and moving, what´s up my gir, do you really want
to over it? Can you blow out your candel inside of your soul? Nothing is over – you can see people
living despite of their fails, despite of their pains! So why is your face frown? Why did you give it up?
Can´t you start a new life without fears? So what?

METAMORPHOSIS
The sun fell down beyond the moving hills
The birds shut down their gnashing peckers
The blossoms soaked a cold morning dew
The land outlayed its secret fortune
The man´s shaing watching the phases
of bodies filled with suspenses
Steps to the void following inner voice
Waiting for metamorphosis
The sun jumped out the deep reposal
shocked at all about the changes
Brand new brains with a brand new view
looking for a cold morning dew
I want to realize what was the breaking point
Finally find out why people change the words
Who could have changed me?
Why I don´t feel the same
My soul´s arised – to a new way
Breakdown! And I will never be the same
My mind could finally start to emancipate.

CHANGES
I´ve catched the noise – passing by me telling me I can´t trust your words
for no reason I still don´t know who´s out there. Whose are voices in my head? Which come right at
the time I want to feel fine...
It´s telling me who you are with, who you cheat me with.
It´s whispering that I´m the only one who´s suffering..
I´ll press my mind to see all of the stars passing by on the sky..... my mind is covered with stains so.....
I´ll press my mind to hide myself out of voices I hear from stains stuck on my brain.....
It makes me funny when I have hysteria
I am great monster when I have hysteria
My head expload when I have hysteria
I am a virago when I have hysteria
I´ve just become one of the fool women
who try to discover what is wrong, what is bad
Nothing can be alright, nothing is harmonized
when the voices whisper: Those stains are there!
Every moment could have been clear if I hadn´t felt like
cheated, humble, what´s in my fucking head?
Every moment could have been fab if I hadn´t felt like
proud, fair, what are you staring at?
Ridiculous is how I should feel
These voices must be over
I just wanna see the truth, I just wanna be all right
Cause I´m the only one who´s screaming!

BOW
Try to bow bow like a bow bow bow fool man bow bow never bow bow bow think of bow bowyour
own bow bow bow rotten bow bowsoul bow bow bow
Your lives are heading for a fall
You can´t realise that´s your shit on the floor
Rob yourselves, spit at yourselves
No one can charge you of ruining the world!
Step forward to light
Tell us your crimes, confess to right, you can´t hide
A crowd of people is standing under the sun
charged of crimes
Step forward to light
Tell us your crimes, confess to right, what is in your eyes?
Why´s world blinking? Why is still the dark?
You´re treading yourself, you´re blind!
You are evil, you´re not splendid
You´ve got envy, you´re not endeared
You are hate, you are dark,
You are a tidal wave in a storm

SOME DAYS
Give me your dreams so I could lazily fly in them
Give me your thoughts I could care about
Stay by my side not to feel alone, lonely again
Show me your arms
Some days I can decode my lusts
Some days I tend towards the loss
Sleep next to me cause your body is hardly seen
Dream about the light
Why I deny life
Why I fight with my mind
Why I can´t trust
Why I tend to the night
Show me the way... How can I calm my mind?
Lead me to the faith
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